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Calling for haiti to develop its own form 
of democracy
_ haiti should have have a different form of democracy and not try to duplicate the other 

counties system of democracy because haitie dont have the money to support the current 

system being used.

-They are trying to function like a developed  countrie when they are clearly not and if they 

choose  to accept their current situation and develop a system that helps them make the best 

out of the many resources they have they would prosper greatly. 



Current findings 
 

Petrocaribe: is a oil alliance of many caribbean states with venezuela to purchase oil on 

conditions of preferential payment. The alliance was launched on june 29th 2005 in puerto La 

Cruz, Venezuela.  

There is currently a big disput  in haiti about the petrocaribe funds  which was allegedly being 

pocketed by the last three haitian presidents  Rene preval, michel mateli, and now jovenel moise.

-michel mateli allegedly  used the funds to pay off his debts from his past musician lifestyle, built 

2 villas and a hotel while investing only 2% of the funds into education, healthcare and 

agriculture and is currently ruling by decree under jovenel moise.



Why am i interested in this topic

I am interested in this topic because I want to bring light to the suffering of Haiti and the many dirty 
hands that are put into it, there has always been a controlled one-sided story that is told about Haiti. 
and it minimizes the great power Haiti represent especially for the black people in every country who 
most is not fully told of the land lead by their descendants to keep the African strength and power 
alive and to also focus on bringing a Haitian made democracy into haiti, not the American democracy 
that is being forced into Haiti.

- From my last trip to haiti as a translator/workshop leader with hayiti Resurrect i have gain hope 
from a community not far from where i was raised that has been working with black activist and 
artist for many years to bring  water, agriculture growth, health care, and education to the 
community of comiere leogane.



Conclusion 

The hope for a Haitian democracy in Haiti will be a long process from where they are at right now 
because the Haitian government has not made the efforts to prosper there country and people they 
fail to follow the roadmap left being from the previous great leaders who lead with no fear and wanted 
to prosper the great land of Haiti not just themselves also the people of Haiti is lost within there 
trauma and has allowed hardship and traumatic experiences to separate the unity that gives them 
force.




